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SUMMARY
Hypertrophic Pulmonary Osteoarthropathy (HPO), in particular, is a pulmonary cancer clinical case. An early diagnosis would enable to operable cancer period. This case can be detected through radioactive scanning. A clinical epidermoid cancer case of a patient is presented in this paper.

OZET
Hipertrofik Pulmoner Osteoartropati, Pierre-Marie Bamberger Hastalığı Vaka Takdimi

HIPERTROFİK PULMONER OSTEOARTROPATHI, PIERRE-MARIE BAMBERGER Hastalığı Vaka Takdimi

INTRODUCTION
Hypertrophic pulmonary osteoarthropathy (HPO) is the formation of new osteoid cells in distal part of long bones in human body (radius, ulna, fibula, femora, humeri, metacarpals and metatarses)(1). This finding may be related to nonmetastatic extrathoracic manifestation of lung carcinoma(2). After that, calcification would follow subperiostal osteoid formation. Then, swelling would effect the adjacent tissues, synovium and adjacent joints in body. This finding is observed, through radiographic techniques assessments, to be symmetric. HPO may precede the diagnosis of tumor by several months and may respond promptly to surgical treatment of a lung cancer(3,4).

CASE REPORT
A 65 years old male (J.R.), was admitted to Berlin Heckeshorn Lungenklinik
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Department of Pulmonologie II for having pulmonary symptoms and pain in his bones. A direct P-A and lateral chest roentgenogram showed compensatory emphysema in his right lung, and atelectasis in the left lung (Figure 1,2). Conventional chest tomography showed the central tumor to be on the left side. In the Nuclear Medicine department; 100 MBq Tc 99m MAA was given in supine position by intravenous and taken perfusion images. Perfusion scintigraphy showed a perfect lung on the right hand side, while the left hand side showed the lung in a nearly completely perfusion defect (Figure 3). Computer calculations indicated to a 91.1 % and 9.9 % perfusion in the right and left lungs successively. In the following day, 740 MBq Tc-99m-MDP was given by intravenous. Three hours later, full-body bone-scanning was taken, and examined. An increase in activity of femura and tibia were observed in particular. This increase in activity appeared to be in double-striped in long bones (Figure 4). A tumor was observed in CT on the left lung. This tumor appeared to have attacked the left upper lobe, and due to that, the lower lobe was under compression. A poststenotic pneumonia was observed on the lower lobe. No signs of distant metastasis appeared through CT. Bronchoscopic examination showed that there was an external compression on the left main bronchus. Biopsy was taken and histopathological examination showed a epidermoid carsinom. At the same time, blood samples showed Ca 19-9, teofilin, PSA, NSE to be in the normal ranges. Tuberculosis microskopie appeared to be negative. The cultures of blood and bronchoscopic samples were negative. A pneumonectomy and lymphatic dissection were done at the same operating sesion. One month later follow up examinations showed the patient to have no complications or significant manifest symptom.

Figure 1:P-A roentgenogram shows compensatory emphysema in right side.
Figure 2: Lateral chest roentgenogram of the same patient.

Figure 3: Pulmonary perfusion scintigraphy showed a perfusion defect on the left side. (Preoperative period).
DISCUSSION

One of the most common remote effects of lung cancer is the development of HPO, also known as Pirre Marie Bamberger disease. HPO is found in up to 5-9.2% of patients with lung cancer, is particularly common in patients with adenocarcinoma (12%), and is exceedingly rare in small cell lung cancer (3,5,6). The dominant clinical findings are clubbing of the fingers and toes and symmetric proliferating periostitis of the distal ends of long bones, particularly the tibia, fibula, radius, and ulna.

The etiology of HPO is unknown, and estrogens, growth hormone, and neurally transmitted signals are suggested inconclusively as playing roles in the etiology. High level of estrogen with gynecomastia, are found to occur simultaneously(3). HPO may indicate cases such as cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, the malignancies of other organs, pregnancy, polyarteritis nodosa and myxedema. Moreover, HPO may also indicate chronic pulmonary disease such as tuberculosis, abscesses and bronchectasis. In bone scanning, tracer counting is known to increase in diffusion, and this was clearly observed during this experiment. The inner side of periost showed new bone formation and periostic thickening. This may also occur simultaneously with a common increase in radius, ulna, the lower part of tibia and the lower part of femur. A comparison
between x-rays and scintigraphy would show HPO(7). Bone roentgenograms show an ossifying periostitis, and the bone scan to be positive in affected bones(3). The increase of circumferential cortical counting would be detected, in general, in HPO, paget's disease, and stress fracture(8,9).

Long bones show significant increase in the activity of their cortical margin. The other side of the bone when affected is generally observed to have "double stripe" sign. In most cases, only long bones are known to be affected in their juxta-articular part, especially falanx(10). In such cases, metastatic disease may be mistakenly diagnosed instead of systemic bone lesion and vice versa. Scapula, mandibula, maxilla, clavicula and patella are, generally affected. HPO may detect the bilateral effect on the patella, which indicates to an increase in chondromalasia and degenerative arthritis(11). The bone changes of hyperparathyroidism can simulate HPO. A bone roentgenogram may show normal signs while radioisotope scanning tests are pathological previous. The subperiostal new bone formation may be related to previous hyperemia(12). Such condition causes severe pain. The arthropathy may be extremely disabling and painful, and treatment is often ineffective(4,13).

The signs observed in the carcinoma of the lungs would disappear after resected the tumor(3,14). Hypertrophic pulmonary osteoarthropathy may be the only way to show symptoms of lung cancer at an early stage. Therefore, the information obtained through HPO may be considered valuable. The authors believe that radionuclide bone scanning is a successful techniques in HPO detection.
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